Welcome to the first edition of “You Slept on It!” The
fantastical game show where we talk about some great
music that quietly slipped under the radar. In this case,
as a consolation prize for our ignorance, we get a funky,
hyper, punked-out album that will lube up the music
player and get any indolent ass all hot and sweaty. All Out
Fall Out, the band’s second album, was released almost
a year ago, and like many of the releases on Ninja Tune,
it’s experimental, raw and fun—so much, that we’re still
checking it out after all this time.
Pest is a five-member band; you know…guitars, bass,
drums, vocals and—naturally—DJs too. They mix up
funk, jazz, hip-hop, rock and some other noisy stuff and
wrap it all up with some humor to remind heads that
music doesn’t have to be all serious and stuff. They are
substantial musicians though, and naturally they travel
around performing their joints live at various venues
across Europe.
There are a few vocal numbers on the album that give
the music a sort of song-structure here and there, but it’s
mostly a lot of jamming and not a lot of studio trickery,
so pretty much what they put down is what you get. The
uptempo first track “Delucid” has a nice groove that really
builds thanks to a subtle, almost subliminal chant that
may be a vocalist, or even a sample--whatever it is it
works. There’s an interesting number called “Wuju” that
probably does well in their live sets and is more likely
intended for the hometown audience, but we foreigners
can easily get down to it. I like the slow tempo number
“Downward Steps” for its brass and guitar work, and the
(UK) garage sound of “Ogres” is quite nod-inducing since
two-step breaks always get my toes wiggling.
There is so much music out there it’s real easy to have
the good stuff slip through the cracks. And it’s always nice
when you step back and check out something fresh even
when it may have already been nudged-over on the shelf
by some newer releases. And although we can’t always
rescue all of the good ones, All Out Fall Out from Pest is
one that’s most definitely worth picking up. Besides who
out there hasn’t picked up a long player, dug it, and was
then nicely surprised when the band’s newest record is
suddenly released soon after?

I wrote this review about
four or five times and it
kept on sucking. We finally
managed to get it somewhat right. I loved the album but I had a terrible
time writing about it.
It’s a good thing RE:UP has
a great editor. He pushes
me to do my best.

